
 

 

Lincolnshire Photographic Association  

Minutes of Delegates’ Meeting. 
Saturday 13 February 2021 

Meeting opened 10.00 a.m. 

Officials present: 

Ron Abbott (President and Chair) 

Jorj Malinowski (Vice president) 

Steve Haw (Treasurer) 

Steve Percival (Communication secretary) 

Bob Fish (Minute secretary) 

 

Clubs represented: 

 

Axholme    Boston     Cleethorpes   Deepings   Dunholme   

Grantham    Grimsby  Lincoln      Louth    Pinchbeck   RBCC       

Scunthorpe    Sleaford     Spalding 

 

Zoom screens active – 27 

        

Apologies for absence – Club: 

 

Barton  

 

Apologies for absence – Individuals: 

 

Alan Tyrer, Brian Gromett  

 

Minutes of previous meeting: 

 

Items raised from previous meeting – Child Protection Policy, Data Protection Policy. 

Noted by the chair but deferred. 



Matters arising from minutes not covered in the agenda: 

See above 

President's report: 

What happened during last year? When all club meetings were closed down in March, the president at 
that time consulted the past and vice presidents who agreed no events could be organised in their current 
form until meetings resumed. The AGM could not be held in May, so the existing officials remained in post. 
At this time individual clubs were finding ways of restarting their activities as we all got used to Zoom. 
Member clubs asked for information on which LPA judges and lecturers were prepared to work on-line and 
in August a list was drawn up which was sent round, put on the website and updated when necessary. In 
September I approached the organisers of two LPA competitions in the hope that they could run these on-
line, but neither was willing to do this.  

Then came November and these comments. “Lack of communication from the LPA” “The running of the 
LPA is very antiquated” “Everything the LPA does should be done digitally on Zoom” “The Exec should say 
what is happening, not ask people what they would like to do”. 

My response was to find out how many clubs were interested in joining in with LPA events, and how many 
volunteers there would be to run them. This took the form of a Special General Meeting with the 
appropriate number days’ notice given: this means the appointment of the officers has the correct 
approval.  We have 20 clubs in the LPA (the Phoenix Collective joined us last year) and I received feedback 
from 12 of them. This is not unusual: delegates’ meetings are usually attended by 10 clubs, sometimes 
fewer. All those who replied were willing to endorse Jorj Malinowski as Vice President. At the end of the 
exercise, I found that 7 clubs were active and willing to participate.  

When I was first LPA President events and meetings were arranged by the Secretary. There is no longer a 
Secretary as such. The job has been split into Information (sending messages round to clubs) and Minutes 
(for meetings). This task seems to have fallen to the President. 

What could we do for the remaining period until face-to-face meetings resume? 

Could the active clubs, turn by turn, invite all LPA members to one of their meetings, as some have  already 
done? My first idea was that a rota of shared sessions would need to set up. What’s happened in the 
meantime is that several clubs have already shared their meetings giving LPA members a far wider choice. 
If those clubs continue to ask the Information Secretary to publicise their open sessions, this aim is more 
than achieved. 

Could some of the competitions be re-jigged so they can be run on-line? 

Are there other ways in which the LPA can help its member clubs until such time as ‘normality’ returns? No 
one knows when that will be. 

Those are the aims of this meeting. I’d like to hear reports from those responsible for items 5 to 12, and 
then we’ll look to the future.  

Secretary's report: 

Note that there was no ‘secretary’ as such. The association has a information secretary and minute 
secretary but many of the tasks that would fall to the remit of a secretary are currently subsumed into the 
role of chair. Noted that this is not an ideal situation but as the chair stated, ‘the messages seem to be 
getting round.’ 



Treasurer's report: 

 

The treasurer reported that there had been no change since the previous meeting. There had been no 
request for subscriptions as, given the lack of activity owing to the current situation re Covid 19,  there had 
been minimal outlay. 

The association has a bank balance of £2,134.73, with £550.53 cash in hand, bringing a total of £2685.26.  

Jorj M proposed that clubs should not be asked for further payments until meetings/exhibitions etc. 
resumed. 

Seconded by Mike M 

Carried unanimously 

 

Directory Secretary: 

 

Steve P reported that he had contacted every club and in general, although most were active, moving to 
online meetings had brought diminishing numbers. He stated that it would be better if there were two 
contacts for each club as this would ensure messages to clubs would have a better chance of being acted 
upon. 

 

Judges & Lecturers’ Secretary: 

 

Ron A reported he had and updated list and contact with judges and lecturers revealed that about 50% 
were happy to work with clubs online. 

Jorj M raised the issue that not all had dependable broadband, and this was a significant factor in some not 
taking up this role. He believed that the LPA retained a good store of local talent, most giving their services 
at no cost. 

Delegates reported that utilising ZOOM has resulted in good access to top-class speakers and cited a recent 
lecture organised by RBCC (made available to all LPA clubs) that was very well received.  

John M also reported on Scunthorpe’s desire to invite all clubs to join together and share speakers, and 
this seems to be something that clubs have begun to develop ‘organically.’  

Webmaster: 

Mike B reported that there had not been much work done with the website over the lockdown period. 
Delegates questioned who would be taking on the role of webmaster. Keith B proposed that Mike B be 
given the responsibility of administering the website with the freedom to make small financial 
commitments should the need arise after liaising with the treasurer. Seconded by Jorj M and carried 
unanimously. 

 

N&EMPF: 

 

Although there was not much to report Jorj M updated delegates on some major changes to the structure 
and direction of the organisation. Delegates were sad to learn of the death of Peter Cheetham, who had 
fronted N&EMPF for many years. He had been responsible for liaison with PAGB and the chief mentor for 
accreditation. At present, David Gibbins was covering the Peter Cheetham’s roles on a temporary basis. 

As with other organisations there appear to be a lack of bodies to fill all the required positions, so perhaps 
some restructuring is needed.  



Discussion then focused on LPA’s role within N&EMPF. Jorj M suggested that, although the LPA’s route to 
PAGB was via N&EMPF, consideration might be given to the LPA breaking away to form a separate 
association directly under the PAGB. This would require a minimum of 20 clubs and some delegates 
queried whether this was possible given the present situation. There was some debate, initiated principally 
by Jo MT, as to how well N&EMPF serviced the ‘smaller’ clubs; their focus being on the larger ones such as 
RRD. 

  

AV Group: 

 

Keith B updated delegates. He had received a letter from Alan T stating that he hadn’t organised anything 
but was prepared to do so if he received at least 20 entries. In any event he was looking to do so next 
February via ZOOM if necessary. He was confident he could engage a judge of sufficient ability in the next 
few months. Links have been sent to other AV groups, but there seems the chances of ‘doing new stuff’ are 
limited. Grahame D queried whether the LPA had tutorials, but Ron A believed there were none. 

 

 

Monochrome Group: 

  

Mike M has produced a programme for the group but would prefer to work with prints rather than digital 
images. The group continues to meet on the 1st Sunday evening each month. Tony T reported that he was 
not aware of any monochrome meetings, and Brian R also asked to be put on the list of emails. 

 

Print Battles:  

 

Paul B suggested that the event could go ahead if the rounds were delayed until July, August and 
September, with the final in October. If this were not possible then the best thing to do would be to 
postpone. Jorj M suggested the event could be replaced with a PDI competition. 

 

Interclub PDI Trophy:  

 

Following on from the previous discussion Paul B proposed and Mike M seconded that some form of 
competition should be initiated by agreeing to postpone the Battles this year. 

 

Photographer of the Year:  

 

 Delegates debated the option of holding a Day of Photography via ZOOM. To ensure there would be no 
clash with other clubs’ programmes Jill G suggested using a Sunday. Discussion focused on the number of 
screens allowed and cost of ZOOM. Increasing the number beyond the current 100 was seen as not cost-
effective unless this could be done for one month.  

 

Any other business at the discretion of the President: 

 

Bruce H alerted delegates to problems Spalding were having over digital banking. This initiated a wide-
ranging discussion over security issues. 



It is possible to get around the issue of two signatures being required if one named person raises a 
payment, then this can be confirmed by the second person accessing the account before the release of 
funds. 

The discussion moved onto combating ZOOM ‘Bombers’ and how best to inform members and clubs of the 
link. The advice from those using ZOOM regularly was that the use of repeatable link s should be 
discouraged and ensuring that those receiving the link did not inadvertently publicise it widely. 

Jorj M returned to the issue of the LPA becoming an’ autonomous region’ especially as blanket insurance 
was no longer available N&EMPF. Another issue was the availability of a suitable gallery for exhibitions etc. 
N&EMPF seemed to favour the east side of the region. Ron A thanked him for the update but left the 
discussion open. 

 

Date for next meeting: 

 

Proposed - 10 a.m. Saturday 27th March 2021   

Contacted by Ron A through email on 14.2 21 as this clashed with the N&EMPF AGM. 

After circulating officers  the new date agreed is 10 a.m. 10 April 2021   

 

Meeting closed: 

 

11.56 a.m. 

 

REF 19/2/2021 

 


